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• Principles
What is moderation, calibration and benchmarking to you?

What process do you follow?
3 people per table, move to another table

• What are benefits and challenges to the following processes?
  • Moderation
  • Calibration
  • Benchmarking
Pin the task on the cycle

When in the cycle do you....?

• Moderation

• Calibration

• Benchmark
What do you currently do?

- Write DLOs
- Develop DLO Rubrics
- Design Assessments
- Present Subjects
- Mark Assignments
- Benchmark
To what extent are these practices?

• Embedded

• Progressive

• Inclusive

• Sustainable
Benchmarking model
– Philip Meade (2007)
Benchmarking model – Meade (2007)

**Approach**
- What will be benchmarked?
- Who will be the benchmarking project team?
- How will it be measured?
- Who will be the benchmarking partner?

**Data Collection**
- Internally
- Partner

**Analysis**
- Compare data
- Establish target goals
- Develop action plans

**Action and Review**
- Implement plans
- Have objectives been achieved?

**Improvement**
- Are the processes and outcomes improved?
Your benchmarking proposal

• Title of external benchmarking project & partner
• Plans of Benchmarking
  • Describe benchmarking project and improvement priorities
  • Measurements proposed
  • Reasons for selecting benchmarking partner
• Internal Benchmarking Team Members
• External Benchmarking Partner’s Contact Details
• Benchmarking Schedule
Provider selects reviewers

Project selects standards & degree for review

Provider selects tasks

Project generates random student ID to submit

Provider submits de-identified data

Reviewers calibrate

3 anonymous reviewers submit (Project allocates 2 externals)

Provider uses results (Project ensures consensus)